ENGINEERING SCIENCE, B.S.

Begin Campus: Any Penn State Campus

End Campus: University Park

Career Paths

Career opportunities for engineering science graduates are limited only by their imagination. Because of the breadth of their training, engineering scientists are well prepared to lead national and international interdisciplinary teams in a diverse array of science and engineering endeavors, in addition to careers in law, medicine, business, politics, and government service. Engineering science graduates are extremely well prepared for graduate study in most engineering disciplines, including mechanical, electrical, aerospace, industrial, and materials, as well as graduate study in physics and mathematics.

Careers

Penn State engineering science and mechanics alumni are successful entrepreneurs, business executives, captains of industry, leaders in national laboratories, startup founders, physicians, professors, and academic officials. Starting salaries for engineering science graduates in past years have been among the highest for all graduates in the College of Engineering.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT POTENTIAL CAREER OPTIONS FOR GRADUATES OF THE ENGINEERING SCIENCE PROGRAM (http://www.esm.psu.edu/academics/resources/career-resources.aspx)

Opportunities for Graduate Studies

The ESM department offers the following graduate degree options:

- Master of Engineering (M.Eng.) in Engineering Mechanics
- Master of Engineering (M.Eng.) in Additive Manufacturing
- Master of Science (M.S.) in Engineering at the Nano-scale
- Master of Science (M.S.) in Engineering Science and Mechanics
- Master of Science (M.S.) in Additive Manufacturing
- Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Engineering Science and Mechanics
- Doctor of Medicine and Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering Science and Mechanics (M.D./Ph.D.)
- Graduate Certificate in Laser-Materials Processing and Laser-Based Manufacturing

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDIES (http://www.esm.psu.edu/academics/graduate/prospective-students.aspx)